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Why Advertisers are Willing to Pay More for Less, Can Nielsen Still 
Measure TV Viewing?  (and other things that make you go hmmm…) 
By Steve Sternberg 

 

As we approach the end of the second pandemic summer, and the start of the new broadcast TV 

season, here are some things that make me go hmmm… 

 

Why are advertisers so willing pay more for a shrinking 

product?  There are basically three reasons why broadcast network 

ratings keep declining and yet advertisers are still willing to pay more 

each year to place commercials on them. 

 

• By traditionally having the broadcast upfront before the cable upfront, the broadcast networks 

succeeded in creating an artificial supply and demand for what is essentially an unlimited 

inventory of commercial units.  This might have made sense 20 or 30 years ago, when there 

was something called a “must see TV” schedule, and when the highest rated broadcast 

network was not only significantly higher rated than the #2 network, but was also at least 10 

times higher than the highest rated cable network.  Today, fractions of a rating point separate 

the highest- and lowest-rated networks, and broadcast ratings are only 2-3 times greater than 
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the higher rated cable networks.  There are no longer any “must have” programs that 

advertisers need to rush into the marketplace to buy. 

 

• Rankings are more important to networks, advertisers and the press than actual 

audience size.  If you asked any broadcast network executive whether they would rather have 

their average ratings go up by 10% next season and finish in third place, or have their average 

ratings go down by 10% but move into first place (because other networks declined by more), 

every single one of them would choose to lose viewers.  They will generate more ad sales and 

be more profitable finishing the season in first place than they will if they gain viewers but finish 

in third place.  For ad-supported cable, finishing the season in the top 10 is more important 

than whether a network actually gains or loses viewers. 

 

If a CBS program only gets a 0.5 rating, but manages to eke out a win for the time period, the 

headline in the press will be “CBS wins the hour.”  It should read, “CBS only gets a 0.5 rating, 

yet still somehow wins the hour – a sign the broadcast networks are in trouble.” 

 

• The upfront model for buying and selling commercial time has traditionally been based on CPM 

increases over the previous season.  This virtually guarantees that prices rise each season 

regardless of how many viewers are tuned in to each network. 

 

If advertisers don’t want network ratings to decline so much every season, they would 

encourage the broadcasters to cross-promote one another’s programming, as cable networks have 

done so effectively over the years.  But as long as rankings matter more than ratings, the main 

incentive for the broadcast networks is to hurt the other guy more than grow their own audience. 
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Why were the Summer Olympics so lackluster?  Despite 

the advent of new technology, the dramatic increase in the number of 

channels available to the average home, the availability of multiple 

screens and platforms, and the ease and convenience of delayed 

viewing, NBC Universal’s approach to the Games seemed to be stuck in 1988.  In an era where 

viewers (particularly those under 45) are more and more accustomed to viewing-on-demand, NBC 

insisted on maintaining control over when and where the audience could watch events that already 

happened (even to the point of not allowing clips to air on social media until it wanted them shown).  

Even though its fledgling Peacock streaming network did get a chunk of new viewers, this was a big 

missed opportunity.  NBC should have been promoting the hell out of the U.S.’s strong medal 

performance and making every event available on Peacock as soon as the live event ended.   

 

• Linear ratings were down about 40% from Rio, but viewership to most broadcast series are 

down significantly from five years ago.  It’s more an issue of promotional malpractice.  With 

the U.S. winning so many medals, ratings should have been through the roof.  But I saw 

virtually no promotion, outside of newscasts or sports networks, about how well we were 

performing.  I write about television for a living and pay attention to this stuff – but I couldn’t 

find several of the events I wanted to watch and often had no idea if something was live or 

prerecorded.  Some events were live or recorded on NBC or USA (or the Golf Channel), others 

were live or recorded on ad-free Peacock, and others were behind a separate subscription 

paywall (that I’m sure most people didn’t even know existed).  It was all very confusing. 

 

NBC said it’s the most streamed Olympics ever, with almost 6 billion streaming minutes – up  

22% from Rio in 2016, but we have no idea how many actual viewers that translates to. 
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• I realize that despite cable networks having long developed hits by cross-promoting one 

another’s programming, the broadcast networks still cling to the ridiculous and self-

destructive unwritten rule of not cross-promoting another broadcast network.  NFL 

Football, which airs on multiple networks, has done this successfully for years.  NBC’s Olympic 

games should have been promoted on every national and local sports telecast, from baseball 

to golf to soccer.  NBC could have returned the favor by allowing sports airing on other 

networks to advertise during the Olympics.  Everyone’s ratings would have gone up.  Oh yeah, 

that goes back to my previous point about broadcast networks caring more about rankings and 

hurting the other guy than actually growing their own audience. 

 

• As most people were still working from home because of the pandemic, I’m surprised there 

wasn’t more emphasis on driving daytime viewing – or allowing major events that already took 

place to be shown on Peacock in the afternoon.  The U.S. women’s soccer team, for example, 

played its quarter-final game at 7am EST.  When I heard they won the game, I figured I’d turn 

to Peacock at around 3pm and watch the replay.  But when I clicked on the box for the game, 

I got a message that it wouldn’t be available until 9pm (the same time it was airing on cable).  

I literally yelled WTF at my TV.  Needless to say, I wound up not watching it.  

 

Netflix saves Evil, will it do same for Manifest?  CBS’s Evil 

debuted as one of its best, but lowest rated shows.  Another potential 

victim of promotional malpractice – a show that doesn’t fit neatly 

into the typical audience base of its linear network, but is not 

allowed to promote itself on more compatible programming on any other broadcast network.  

Then a funny thing happened, which would almost certainly not have occurred if the pandemic did not 

delay most production schedules.  Netflix started airing repeats of Evil’s first season, which quickly 

rose to be the streamers fourth most watched series.  That caused CBS to renew Evil for a second 
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season and shift it to its own streaming service, Paramount+.  It has performed well enough for it to 

already be renewed for a third season. 

 

NBC’s sci-fi drama, Manifest, which started out strong but declined during its second season, was 

also picked up by Netflix, where it has consistently been one of the streamer’s most watched shows, 

just setting a Nielsen record of six weeks in a row with more than a billion minutes viewed.  But 

strangely, NBC canceled it anyway, instead of shifting it to its own streaming service, Peacock.  At 

this writing there are rumors that NBC is reconsidering canceling the show, and is in discussions with 

Netflix to bring it back. 

 

For the week of June 21-27, Nielsen reported Manifest was Netflix’s #1 show with 2.06 billion minutes 

viewed.   The question is, how good is 2.06 billion weekly streaming minutes?  Anything with a 

billion in its name sounds huge, which is the main reason such a meaningless number is so often 

reported.  With 29 episodes over two seasons, 2.06 billion minutes viewed translates to about 71 

million minutes viewed per available episode.  Disney+’s  Loki, with just 3 episodes available at the 

time, was viewed for 713 million minutes, which translates to about 238 million minutes viewed per 

available episode.  Which was really more popular?  You can play around with numbers like these all 

day.  But there’s still no question that Manifest is performing well enough to be renewed. 

 

Why can Paramount+ go where CBS All Access couldn’t?  

The broadcast network policy of not cross-promoting one another’s 

series is so senseless that it even extends to the name of the entity it 

bans.  While gladly accepting advertising from major competitors who 

continue to siphon large chunks of their audience, namely streaming services, CBS All Access was 

blocked simply because it had CBS in its name.  As I had predicted, as soon as it changed its name 

to Paramount+, it was able to advertise everywhere.  I’m not sure how many different ways I can say 
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the exact same thing, or how many examples of this craziness I can provide, before the broadcast 

networks get the message. 

 

If movie theaters are so concerned about streaming, why is Amazon Prime Video the 

most heavily advertised product before every movie I’ve seen since theaters re-opened to the public?  

 

What’s up with Nielsen and TV audience measurement?  

Even before the pandemic, and the VAB’s (the TV network industry 

trade group) claim that Nielsen was dramatically undercounting 

television usage, I had written about how the rise of multiple streaming 

platforms and the fact that more than one-third of streaming-capable homes subscribe to at least 

three streaming services, has resulted in Nielsen no longer being able to capture the full scope of 

television viewing.  

 

Nielsen’s national sample isn’t weighted to replicate individual streaming service penetration 

in the U.S., so even its limited streaming data is faulty. This also has an unknown impact on how 

accurate Nielsen is on measuring audiences to linear networks. If someone subscribes to Netflix, 

Hulu, and Disney+, for example, viewing to linear, ad-supported networks could be substantially 

different than if the same person subscribed to Prime Video, HBO Max, and Paramount+. Just 

knowing that a household subscribes to three streaming services is not good enough – as it was for 

both cable/satellite penetration and VCR/DVR ownership, where the specific program/channel 

provider or brand of device did not have a major impact on channel availability or viewing behavior. 

 

Combine this with what seems to be clear examples of problems related to the COVID-19 

pandemic, when Nielsen field agents could not enter its 40,000 national Nielsen television homes to 

conduct regular maintenance of its sample.  The VAB claims this resulted in significantly lower 
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reported total weekly reach levels than pre-pandemic (from 92% to 87% - which is an unprecedented 

single-season drop when not changing measurement methodology), and major viewing declines 

among the TV networks, (in the neighborhood of 20%).  Neither seems reasonable at a time when 

virtually everyone was confined to their homes. 

 

The VAB asked the Media Rating Council (MRC) to suspend its accreditation of Nielsen’s TV data.  

Nielsen, in a curious move, said it wants a temporary “hiatus” from MRC accreditation so it can better 

“focus on innovating our core products, continuing to deliver data that the industry can rely on  and 

ultimately creating a better media future for the entire industry.”  This seems designed to avoid getting 

bogged down in a process that could only provide negative publicity for Nielsen, which hopes to 

distract the industry into focusing more on such things as wearable portable meters, as well as its 

new Nielsen One service, which promises total cross-platform measurement.   

 

It would be far worse for the MRC to independently revoke accreditation than for Nielsen to voluntarily 

suspend it on its own.  The MRC has responded saying that a company needed its approval to 

suspend accreditation, and that this issue was so serious that it “requires further consideration by the 

full MRC board.”  It also noted that Nielsen’s National Television Service had some “deep-rooted 

ongoing performance issues” that threatened it accreditation status even before the pandemic. 

 

This wouldn’t necessarily have much impact on whether the industry continues to use Nielsen data, 

but it does open the door to other companies, such as ComScore, to state that Nielsen, by its 

own admission, is no longer the “gold standard.”  The MRC was formed at the behest of the U.S. 

government following the 1950s quiz-show scandals.  It conducts audits of companies that measure 

media to basically determine whether they do what they claim to do and are in compliance with 

industry standards.  


